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2007/01059/FUL Received on 13 May 2008 
 
R. A. England and Sons, Pwll Y Darren Farm, Welsh St Donats, Cowbridge, Vale 
of Glamorgan., CF7 7SS 
Keith Owen, 130, Abergwili Road, Carmarthen, Carmarthenshire, SA31 2HG 
 
Pwll y Darren Farm, Welsh St Donats 
 
Proposed 2 x beef cattle housing, a machine store and straw/hay storage building 
 
SITE AND CONTEXT 
 
The application site is an extensive field located some 350mts due north of the St 
Hilary TV Transmission Station located just off the A48, which with the removal of 
various boundary markers over the years, now measures some 45acres.  To the 
sites immediate north and east is an extensive area of mixed deciduous and 
conifer woodland and to the west, and south, agricultural fields.  The whole site is 
accessed via a hard-surfaced track that runs from the A48, past the proposal site 
and through to Pwll y Darren Farm, the applicants house, which is located near 
Welsh St Donats and some 900mts north of the proposed complex subject of this 
application.  The actual field slopes down from a high point of land to the rear of 
the Transmission Station and is only readily visible from one obvious publicly 
accessible viewing point, Stalling Down, over 1km. to the west.   
 
DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT 
 
On the 13th September 2005, planning permission was first granted for a large 
agricultural storage building on the subject site, which then proposed a building 
25mts wide, 54mts long and with a height of 10mts to ridge.  However, to 
accommodate that building, it was also considered necessary to carry out 
extensive cut and fill operations into and along the hillside, in order to create a 
level platform upon which to erect that building.  The approved area of excavation 
from the top of each respective battered bank or face, across the whole width of 
the site, scales as being some 210mts by 115mts, with a maximum depth of 
excavation measuring a near 6mts.  However, as a result of a complaint received 
and on inspection in late 2006, it was discovered that the area of excavations 
significantly exceeded both in depth and area, that necessary to accommodate 
the building.  It was also evident that certain planning conditions had not been met 
and as consequence, the rule of ‘condition precedence’ was applicable. 
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This current application after much discussion and debate, having been first 
submitted in July 2007 and then subsequently amended on a number occasions, 
now proposes a smaller agricultural store building of 36 x 21mts footprint x 7.5mts 
high, two cattle sheds, one of 49.5 x 20.5mts footprint and 6.3mts high, and a 
second of 40 x 20.5mts  footprint and again, 6.35mts high, together with a fourth, 
machinery store building of 18 x 12 footprint and 5.25mts in height Again in order 
to accommodate the proposed complex on a level plane, it will still be necessary 
to carry out further cut and fill operations to those already undertaken.  The size of 
the cut and fill operations necessary to accommodate the complex measures 
some 145mts across the toe of the hill and slope, and some 85mts in depth (into 
the hill and slope) resulting in a vertical cut depth of some 7mts on the complex’s 
elevated south-western edge.  All measurements are based on the submitted 
plans.   
 
PLANNING HISTORY 
 
08/00222/PNA : Agricultural machinery store Withdrawn. 
 
07/00289/FUL : Cattle Housing       Withdrawn. 
 
06/00763/PNA : Removal of high spot (continuation of 01/01171/PNA) 
                          Not permitted development 22 June 2006. 
05/00769/FUL : Agricultural Store  Approved 13 September 2005. 
 
01/01171/PNA : Removal of high spot           Permitted Development 12 October 
2001. 
 
02/01623/FUL : Infill Quarry and Level  Approved 3 April 2003. 
 
00/01041/PNA : Agricultural Barn           Withdrawn. 
 
00/00793/FUL : Agricultural track   Refused 26 July 2000.   
 
99/01199/PNA : Agricultural track            Not permitted development 21 
October 1999  
 
Enforcement Notice served 13/9/00 regarding unauthorised engineering 
operations and creation of hard-surfaced track.  Notice quashed on Appeal 24 
July 2001. 
 
CONSULTATIONS/REPRESENTATIONS 
 
Cowbridge with Llanblethian Town Council have confirmed no objection and 
repeated this on re-consultation in regard to the submission of amended plans. 
 
Head of Visible Services (Highway Engineer) has no objection in view of the 
recent improvements made to the access point onto the A48, which also now 
serves the new Pant Wilkin National Hunt Stables. 
   
Glamorgan Gwent Archaelogical Trust have requested that a watching brief 
condition be imposed. 
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The Environment Agency have been consulted in regard to both this application 
and the enforcement issues being investigated.  No representations have been 
received. 
 
The Council’s Pollution Control Officer has confirmed no objection subject to the 
stated means of cow slurry disposal being employed.      
 
REPORT 
  
Planning Policies 
 
The Development Plan for the area comprises the Vale of Glamorgan Adopted 
Unitary Development Plan 1996-2011, which was formally adopted by the Council 
on 18th April 2005, and within which the following policies are of relevance: 
 
ENV1 : DEVELOPMENT IN THE COUNTRYSIDE 
 
ENV27 : DESIGN OF NEW DEVELOPMENTS 
 
ENV29 : PROTECTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
 
EMP8: AGRICULTURAL ENTERPRISE AND ASSOCIATED DEVELOPMENT 

 
Issues 
 
As will be read from the above Description of Development details, it is 
considered that the two primary issues to be considered with this proposal is 
firstly, the actual need for and size of the development, which ultimately proposes 
three large agricultural barns comprising two cattle houses and a straw storage 
barn, together with a forth machinery/plant barn, and secondly, the need to carry 
out major excavations works in order to accommodate that complex.  
 
Currently the applicants holding is understood to extend to some 137ha (340 
acres), with 100ha put to arable. Pant Wilkin, which previously served the farming 
needs of the holding, has recently been redeveloped (by another third party) as a 
national hunt training centre, albeit it is understood to remain in the ownership of 
the applicant.  As a consequence, this has resulted in the loss of the only 
agricultural buildings on the holding, albeit these would have still been probably 
sub-standard to meet the current aspirations of the applicant to establish a beef 
cattle unit and possibly at some future date, an intensive dairy farm/milking 
parlour complex, in modern agricultural housings.  In any event, as the Pant 
Wilkin site is immediately adjacent a private property (Pant Wilkin Farmhouse), 
the only available option is to in effect, to create a wholly new farm complex and 
at an appropriate distance away from that and other nearby residential properties 
located along Llanquian Road to the west of the site.  
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As will be seen from the planning history, a previous 2005 consent has already 
been granted for a large agricultural store building, to house the applicants then, 
arable production of wheat and straw.  It was clearly accepted then, and this is 
before the subsequent and effective loss of the Pant Wilkin yard and building 
facilities to equine, that a more modern building was required to serve the needs 
of the holding.  Given also the limitations imposed upon the site by virtue of the 
proximity of Pant Wilkin Farmhouse, a new location was required, even if as was 
then the intention, only grain storage was required, for an integral part of those 
that use, would have been the regular use of noise-some grain dryers. 
 
In therefore accepting a need for that building and the location, it was also 
accepted that in order to accommodate the proposal, which also included an 
extensive service yard area around the building, major excavation works into and 
along a hillside, would be necessary in order to create the necessary level 
platform upon which to erect the building.  Whilst a condition of the consent did 
require further details of these works to be submitted, the failure of which to do so 
was initially behind the need to resubmit this application, it could nevertheless still 
be deduced from the submitted plans, that a cut and fill excavation of 105mts in 
length, 58mts in width and with a vertical depth of cut along the elevated south-
western edge, of some 6mts, would be required.  As such, in some major part, the 
principal of a large agricultural building to be sited within an extensive area of 
excavation, has already been accepted and approved. 
 
That said however, what is now proposed in terms of both the additional buildings 
and the necessary engineering works to accommodate them, is significantly larger 
and more extensive again.  Whilst the accuracy of the submitted plans cannot be 
wholly relied on, they nevertheless indicate the intention to further excavate to a 
length across the toe of the slope, of 145mts, an increase of some 40mts over the 
previous approval, and in width (into the slope of the hill), of some 85mts, an 
increase of 27mts.  
 
This would then also have the result of increasing the depth of vertical cut along 
the sites elevated and rising south-western edge, to an estimated, 7mts.  Clearly, 
as a consequence of these works, many thousands of tonnes of stone will have to 
be removed and whilst much of this work has already been carried out, the actual 
extent of the current operations in comparison with the proposed extent of the 
intended excavations, can only be guessed at.  It was subsequently established 
that much of the material extracted to date, which does appear to have also 
included the extraction of stone from areas outside the boundaries of this 
application, went toward the Cowbridge Flood  Defence works.  
 
In terms of need, the supporting ADAS report states that since the last purchase 
of additional land in 2003, the farm now extends to 147ha (363acres), although it 
should be noted that this figure differs from the previously reported figure of 
137ha, when considering the last 2005 application.  Before 1992, the main 
agricultural use is described as being dairy farming, but since that date mostly 
arable.  Reference is made within the report to the fact that, as previously referred 
to above, the holding does not benefit from a single modern building and that the 
previous complex at Pant Wilkin was sub-standard and poorly located in terms of 
other residential property, given the intended agricultural uses. 
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The report goes onto state that the land is mainly graded Class 3 within DEFRA’s 
land classification and whilst the emphasis has been on arable over recent years, 
it is now considered the farm would be best suited to grassland and livestock 
production and the preference is to beef cattle.  It is reported that a conventional 
24 month beef system with the aim of finishing 300 cattle annually, would require 
housing 160, 300kg animals, and 150, 600kg animals, these weights being the 
maximum aimed for at the end of the winter period.  The space requirements for 
each category of animal (300kg and 600kg) is governed by industry standards 
and guidelines, and with the desire to maximise pens sizes within the proposed 
buildings to then in turn, minimise the animal welfare and husbandry issues 
potentially arising from overcrowding, and then also the preferred aim of 
separating each weight of animal into separate housings to avoid cross–
contamination issues, has dictated the need for two cattle sheds. 
 
Another consequence of moving into cattle farming and beef production, wherein 
a major element will be the housing of animals for up to 6 months over the winter 
periods, is the issue of cow slurry and its disposal.  The stated intention is to 
operate a straw based system wherein the slurry will be gathered up with the 
straw medium on a regular basis and stored internally within the building in 
dedicated manure clamps, awaiting later disposal onto the land.  Having raised 
this as an issue with the Council’s Pollution Control Unit, who had also questioned 
the means of slurry disposal in light of serious problems experienced elsewhere in 
Vale at another intensive farm operation involving milking cows, after seeking 
further clarification, they have confirmed no objection to this system.  
However, another further consequence of operating such a straw based system, 
is then the need to have a building to store the straw.  Although the original ADAS 
report does not deal with this issue, the later submission of amended plans in 
February 2009 does detail the need for the size of building now proposed.  This 
states that in order to provide for the (6 month) winter housing period, 2509 cubic 
metres of straw is required. Based on storing bales to a height of 4.5mts, this then 
requires a building of 36 x 21mts footprint and an eaves height of 4.5mts.  This 
includes for the provision of open bays at each end to afford machinery access for 
loading and unloading purposes.  The submitted plans show a building of these 
dimensions, with a ridge height of 7.5mts.  
 
As regards the fourth machinery store building proposed, in February 2008 and 
therefore post the first submission of this application in July 2007, a PNA 
application was made in regard to a proposed agricultural machinery store 
building to be sited on a different part of the holding.  In view of this current 
application, which at that time was still subject of much discussion in terms of the 
submitted details and trying to establish the intentions and needs of the applicant, 
it was suggested that it was inappropriate to submit or even consider such an 
application, when this current application was still being processed and given also 
the fact, that a wholly new location was being proposed.  
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It was therefore suggested that the proposed building be relocated to then form 
part of this current proposal and this was dually done with the submission of 
amended plans in April 2008 and as a consequence, the PNA application was 
considered withdrawn. Whilst no justification for that building has been made, 
either at the time of the now withdrawn PNA application, or with its inclusion within 
this current proposal, it does nevertheless appear that it is required as a result of 
having to relocate all the facilities previously based at Pant Wilkin and to a lesser 
extent, also at Pwll-y-Darren.  On this basis therefore, it does appear logical to 
have all buildings grouped together to form a single farm complex. 
 
Planning Policy. 
 
Policies ENV1 and in particular EMP8, the later of which is considered to be the 
most relevant policy in regard to this proposal, seeks to encourage and permit 
agricultural enterprise where necessary for : 
 
(i) the purposes of agriculture on that holding,  
 
(ii) is designed specifically for that purpose,  
 
(iii) is compatible with the surrounding landscape, and,  
 
(iv) does not adversely or unacceptably impact upon areas of ecological, 

wildlife, geological and geomorphic, archaeological or landscape 
importance.        

 
Clearly a development of the size proposed, both in terms of the buildings to be  
erected and the major engineering works that are necessary to accommodate  
them, will have a significant and major impact upon the area.  
 
Notwithstanding the fact that a previous consent was issued for a similar, although 
significantly smaller form of development, which also involved accepting that 
major engineering operations were necessary to accommodate the consented 
building, on revisiting the matter again, it is acknowledged that given the 
topographical constraints on the holding, which can be broadly described as all 
land to both the north and south of the site, sloping down to a central valley (the 
Nant Aberthin), the chosen site is probably the best option in order to minimise its 
visual impact upon the wider area.  Alternative locations on the holding involving 
more flatter ground, whilst avoiding the need for such extensive engineering 
operations, would then result in the complex being either unacceptably closer to 
residential property or occupying a more clearly visible position on much higher 
ground and skyline. 
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Planning Policy Wales (March) 2002, highlights the fact that an efficient and 
flexible agricultural industry is essential.  It also states that local planning 
authorities should adopt a constructive approach towards agricultural 
development proposals, especially those which are designed to meet the needs of 
changing farming practices.  Policy EMP8 states that it is necessary to ensure that 
new development associated with new or existing agricultural enterprises does 
not have an unacceptable effect on the surrounding environment.  Since first 
submission, the scheme has been significantly amended and the scale and 
massing of some of the buildings and in particular the straw barn, albeit the actual 
number of buildings now required, has increased as the applicants aspirations 
have changed, from two to four, has been significantly reduced in both footprint 
and height. In this regard, and also the advice contained within Technical Advise 
Note 6 ; Agricultural and Rural Development, it is considered that the 
development generally meets the stated objectives and guidelines.  It should 
however be noted, that on consultation, the Council’s Agricultural Consultant has 
questioned the need for such a large scale development, given that there is no 
evidence that the proposed enterprise is likely to materialise.    
 
The terms and aims of Policy ENV27 is also considered to be generally met, even 
though the development inevitable means that large scale buildings are involved. 
The large scale excavation will have the result of sinking the whole complex down 
into the ground and as such, given also the sites location being so well positioned 
so as to minimise its outward visually impact, is also well screen from several 
aspects by mature woodland, and makes use of natural colours (dark green 
profiled steel-sheet walls and pale, fibre-cement roofs), no objection in design 
terms or its impact upon the local natural environment, is raised. 
 
With regard to Policy ENV29, subject to the stated intention of employing a straw 
based, cow slurry management and disposal system, wherein all effluent 
produced will be absorbed by the material, then stored in dedicated internal 
clamps awaiting later disposal of upon the land, then this should have no impact 
upon the environment, including residential property or local water courses      
           
Notwithstanding whether the proposal is considered to be generally consistent 
with planning policy however, given that in effect, this is a wholly new farming 
enterprise, concerns have been raised over the possibility of granting a planning 
permission for the whole development, when there is as yet, neither any proven 
prospect that the venture into beef cattle or possible at some later date, intensive 
dairy farming, would succeed, and the fact that to even implement the scheme, 
clearly requires first that major additional and extensive engineering (quarrying) 
operations be undertaken.  
 
The concerns are that firstly, given there is normally no requirement of an 
applicant to implement, or fully implement an approval, the situation could arise 
that only the engineering/quarrying operations are undertaken, and as stated 
previously, there is already some evidence that such operations have been taking 
place well outside the boundary of this application, and not the full scheme. 
Secondly, there is also the prospect that the intended farming enterprise could 
fail, leaving not only a large quarried void, but also several very large agricultural 
buildings.  
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Given the above therefore, the applicant was asked and has agreed to enter a 
Unilateral Undertaken wherein he has agreed too, in brief: 
 
(i) As a first phase and within 6 months of any consent issued, commence and 

complete, one cattle shed and the straw barn. 
 
(ii) Within 6 months of completion of the first cattle shed, that building shall 

have been occupied by no fewer than 80 cattle and any failure to do so,  
then both first phase buildings shall be demolished within 3 months. 

 
(iii) As a second phase and on occupation of the first phase cattle shed by no 

less than 160 cattle, the second cattle shed and machinery store buildings 
shall be erected and completed within 6 months. 

 
(iv) Unless within 6 months of the date of the completion of the second cattle 

shed building, it is occupied by no fewer than 88 cattle, then both that 
building and the machinery store shall be demolished within 3 months. 

 
(v) If either the red or green buildings remain unused for their stated or 

subsequently agreed agricultural purpose for more than 12months, the 
whole complex shall be removed within 3months thereafter.  

 
(vi) That the Council be notified in writing of the commencement of construction 

of all buildings.  
 
(vii) No separation of the holding (the application land from the title property).        
 
Given the above therefore, whilst as a result of a recent site inspection, other 
issues have been raised with the applicant, namely the importation of woods 
(pallets) for apparent re-cycling and the re-grading and re-profiling of the land, 
some of which appears to include stone extraction, this has been explained as 
being in the first instance, shredding woods for making bedding material, and 
secondly, the quarrying of stone to re-surface on-site roads and tracks, which are 
extensive on the holding.  Stone extraction where required for agricultural 
purposes on the holding from which the stone is being extracted, is permitted 
development.  It should also be noted that on this last point, it has been previously 
accepted via a PNA application in 2001, that the removal of a high spot, was 
permitted development, albeit again, some of the excavation/re-grading works 
undertaken, appear to fall outside the boundary of that application.  That said 
however, these matters will still require further monitoring by the Enforcement 
Unit.  Therefore, subject to the limitations of the Unilateral Undertaking dated the 
9 July 2009 and the imposition of additional planning conditions, it is 
recommended that planning permission be granted.    
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The decision to recommend planning permission has been taken in accordance 
with Section 38 of The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, which 
requires that, in determining a planning application the determination must be in 
accordance with the Development Plan unless material considerations indicate 
otherwise.  The Development Plan comprises the Vale of Glamorgan Adopted 
Unitary Development Plan 1996-2011. 
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Having regard to Policies ENV1 : Development in the Countryside, ENV27 : 
Design of New Developments, ENV29 : Protection of Environmental Quality and 
in particular. EMP8 : Agricultural Enterprise and Associated Development, in 
acknowledging that the size of the complex proposed and the engineering works 
required to accommodate that complex, will have a clear and obvious impact upon 
the local area, it is nevertheless considered that by virtue of its location on a 
downward slope and in a position well away from residential property and most 
publicly accessible viewing points, then subject to the limitations of the Unilateral 
Undertaking dated the 9 July 2009, that on balance, the development general 
accords with the terms and aims of the above Policies.  
 
RECOMMENDATION – OFFICER DELEGATED  
 
APPROVE subject to the following condition(s): 
 
1. This development shall be carried out in full accord with the time limits/uses 

and restrictions imposed by the Unilateral Undertaken dated the 9 July 
2009 unless as may otherwise be agreed in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority.   

  
 Reason:  
  
 To comply with the requirements of Section 91 of The Town and Country 

Planning Act 1990. 
 
2. Notwithstanding the terms and limitations of the Unilateral Undertaken 

dated the 9 July 2009, prior to any further excavations or engineering 
operations being undertaken, the full outer extent of the proposed 
excavations shall be pegged and marked out for the inspection and 
agreement of the Local Planning Authority and thereafter, all excavations 
shall be carried out wholly within that agreed boundary line. 

  
 Reason: 
  
 Insufficient details have been submitted to allow the Local Planning 

Authority to properly assess the full extent of the proposed excavations.  
 
3. Further to the terms of Condition No. 2 and prior to the carrying out of any 

construction works required for the purposes of erecting any of the 
buildings hereby approved, the Local Planning Authority shall be first 
notified in writing at least 14 days before any such works are undertaken to 
allow inspection and the agreement in writing of the completed excavation 
works. 

  
 Reason: 
  
 To ensure the completed excavation works do not exceed that necessary 

to accommodate the development and given the deficiencies in the 
submitted plans.   
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4. The means of cow slurry management and disposal shall be a straw based 
system only as detailed in the agents letter of the 10 April 2008 unless as 
maybe otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority. 

  
 Reason: 
  
 To ensure the protection of the local environment and water courses and to 

meet the terms and aims of Policy ENV29  
 
5. The consent hereby granted shall relate solely to the amended plans and 

drawings dated received 2 February 2009 and referenced P/03 Rev. B and 
P/01 Rev. D, and to the site location plan and the cross-section detail 
elements only of amended plan drawing reference P/02 Rev. A, dated 
received 23 June 2008 and not to the size or location of any of the 
buildings as shown on that same 23 June 2008 amended plan. 

  
 Reason: 
  
 To clarify which are and the extent of the approved plans.    
 
NOTE: 
 
Please note that this consent is specific to the plans and particulars 
approved as part of the application.  Any departure from the approved plans 
will constitute unauthorised development and may be liable to enforcement 
action.  You (or any subsequent developer) should advise the Council of 
any actual or proposed variations from the approved plans immediately so 
that you can be advised how to best resolve the matter. 
 
In addition, any conditions that the Council has imposed on this consent 
will be listed above and should be read carefully.  It is your (or any 
subsequent developers) responsibility to ensure that the terms of all 
conditions are met in full at the appropriate time (as outlined in the specific 
condition). 
 
The commencement of development without firstly meeting in full the terms 
of any conditions that require the submission of details prior to the 
commencement of development will constitute unauthorised development.  
This will necessitate the submission of a further application to retain the 
unauthorised development and may render you liable to formal enforcement 
action. 
 
Failure on the part of the developer to observe the requirements of any 
other conditions could result in the Council pursuing formal enforcement 
action in the form of a Breach of Condition Notice. 
 


